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Troops prepare
for Haiti invasion
by Jay Young
as
talks
continue
Program re-introduces galaxy
Monday Feature

by Susanne M. Schafer
The Associated Press

"Stargaze" reveals treasures hidden by light pollution
Dale Smith, professor of
physics and astronomy, compares the planetarium to a zoo
- they both house unique subjects not seen by everyone. The
department of physics and astronomy's "Stargaze" gives the
public an opportunity to view a
sky extinct in today's urban
world.
The department of physics
and astronomy sponsors a
Stargaze after the planetarium
show on Friday and Sunday
throughout the academic year.
The activity is open to the public with a suggested $1 donation.
From the roof of the Physical
Sciences Building, approximately 500 stars can be viewed
on a clear night. Using the Unversity's half-meter telescope,
people get a better look at the
distant stars and a close look at
some of the planets. Purchased
in 1985, the $180,000 telescope
allows sky viewers to avoid the
city lights that pollute Bowling
Green every night.
Smith, the University's
planetarium director, said the
light pollution makes people
forget the world above them.
"There are so many lights
around that we don't look up
anymore," Smith said."I think
that is a terrible loss."
Smith said the sky is something special that everyone can
share.
"The sky is part of the environment. It is a part that you do
not have to go a long way to
see, and it is with us all of the
time. The constellations that
you learn when you are 10
years old will be there when
you're 75 years old," Smith
said. "I think the sky is a treasure and we want people to get
to go out and see the real
thing."
Like most elements of the
environment, the sky is not
controlled by humans. Just be-

WASHINGTON - As a lastditch diplomatic effort continued, U.S. troops were poised
Sunday to enter Haiti with
"overwhelming force" whether
or not its military leaders step
down, Defense Secretary William Perry said.
"We are ready.... We will go in
with a substantial military
force," Perry said, as former
President Carter extended his
talks with Haiti's military
leadership, raising hopes a U.S.
invasion could be averted.
Early in the day, President
Clinton huddled with his top foreign policy team. Later, at
church, Clinton bowed his head
as a prayer was said for the men
and women of the military, and
the commander in chief who
might have to send them in
harm's way.
Clinton returned to the White
House to receive updates on the
work of Carter's diplomatic
team, which included retired
Gen. Colin Powell and Sen. Sam
Nunn, D-Ga.
The trio, dispatched Saturday,
met repeatedly with Haitian
army leader Lt. Gen. Raoul Cedras. They extended their stay
past a scheduled midday Sunday
departure. Cedras led a coup that
ousted elected President Jean-

U.S. Readiness
Against Haiti
The BC Ncwt/flle photo

The ominous silver dome atop the Life Sciences Building houses the University's $180,000 half-meter
telescope which allows students and the general public to view over 500 stars and countless constellations on a clear night.
cause there is a Stargaze does
not mean there will be stars
that night. On the nights where
clouds dominate the sky, people do have a chance to view a
short star show the precedes
each show in the planetarium.
Stephanie Garner works behind the control panel at the
planetarium. She said a cloudy
night is not a wasted one.

"[The planetarium] is better
because you dont have any
clouds. In the winter you don't
freeze. You get to see all 2,000
stars," said Garner. "If you
want to see everything without
traveling to no man's land, this
is the place."
Star-gazers are shown the
most basic constellations that
cover the sky during that time

of year. Smith said the ultimate
goal is to make people more
aware and more interested in
the world above them.
"If we can get somebody Inspired so they say, T want to
learn a few constellations I can
see from my backyard' - if we
can get a few people to do that,
then we are happy," Smith
said.

jmf U.S. forces are prepared
Vj to enter Haiti with a
"substantial military
force."
gm( U.S. forces are expected
^» to face off against a
ragtag Haitian militia.
0n The primary mission of
^ an invasion is to remove
the military-con trolled
government

AP Photo/

Former President Jimmy
Carter
Bert rand Aristide in September
1991. Washington has been working to restore Aristide to power.
"We're ready with overwhelming force. If the president directs
us to apply that, we will \yr.
ready," Perry said on ABC's
"This Week with David Brinkley,'" as top administration officials blanketed television talk
shows to keep the pressure on.
Gen. John Shalikashvili, appearing on NBC's "Meet the
Press," said there would be no
change in the schedule for an invasion of the Caribbean country,
but he gave no hint when such a
military incursion might take
place.
"We are on a very specific
timetable," the chairman of the
Joint Chiefs of Staff said. Haiti's
military leaders "have to leave
now, willingly, or they will leave
as a result of military action, but
we are not changing our timetable."
No matter what the outcome,
the U.S. force has to be prepared
for casualties, even in a face off
against the ragtag Haitian militia, Shalikashvili added.
"We have to be prepared for
violence, for Haitian-on-Haitian
violence," the general said, adding that troops would be allowed
to defend themselves against
See Haiti, page three.

Rwandans plan nation's reconstruction
Foreign aid needed to overcome natives' losses
by Pauline Jellnek
The Associated Press

AP/Domlnk CunnIn|h«m Reid

A Rwandan refugee looks out of the side of a cattle truck being used to move refugees to a site 43
miles north of Goma, where several hundred refugees have already been transported.

KIGALI, Rwanda - There is
little hope of Rwanda rising from
the ashes by itself, and pulling it
out will be difficult because the
pieces are still smoldering.
Some things can be fixed with
money, a commodity the world
surely will provide. It will rebuild schools, banks and other
businesses that have been ransacked, looted or mined, and
restore the electricity, running
water and telephone service returning refugees will need.
Other damage is far more erduring. -- mothers who wander
from orphanage to orphanage in
search of surviving children, the
one in four Rwandans who are in
foreign refugee camps, the other

one in four who are homeless
within the country, the hundreds
of thousands who grieve, many
with vengeance in their hearts,
for massacred loved ones.
Five months after ethnic Hutu
extremists began the slaughter
of an estimated 500,000 Tutsi civilians, burning hatred and fear
remain. The embers may cool
only with time and soul-rending
effort.
It will take "years and years
and years," said Arturo Hein,
representative of the U.N. Development Program in Rwanda
"This country is on the floor."
Rwanda's humanitarian emergencies are not over, but they
have been largely brought under
control by the work of 85 relief
organizations and the expendi-

ture of hundreds of millions of
dollars.
Now the new government, the
United Nations and the army of
aid workers also are taking up
the long-term job of rehabilitation.
The U.N. Rwanda Emergency
Office, which coordinates relief
work, says it has not recommended that refugees and the
displaced return home because
there are still reprisal killings,
bandits and death squads. But the
agency is setting up aid and rehabilitation programs in preparation.
The staggering breadth of the
wreckage ~ physical, social and
psychological - make the job
enormous.
See Rwanda, page four.
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Listening is a key
in keeping peace
In his farewell address to the nation, President
George Washington advised the future leaders
of the United States to stay out of long-standing
"foreign entanglements." He was warning future
leaders of our young country not to become involved
in conflicts between countries that have been at war
for centuries.
President Washington's plea fell on deaf ears.
President Clinton is only one of many who have not
heeded Washington's plea. Currently, Clinton's
threat to use force to oust Haiti's political leader
looms heavily in the air. What's a president to do?
Back down and let Haiti fend for itself, or continue to
defend democracy throughout the hemisphere?
Whatever his choice, he made a step in the right
direction last week when he sent former President
Jimmy Carter to Haiti in an effort to discuss the
problem.
Famous for the Camp David Accords between Israel and the Arab states, he was the logical choice.
Carter provided a forum for listening then, and he
will do the same now. Like people, countries must
listen to each other to further peace keeping efforts.
Listening is the key to formulating an agreement in
which both parties can be satisfied.
By providing a forum for listening and understanding, Carter can bring peace to a volatile situation.
Today, as always, many countries are struggling to
achieve peace, both internal and external. It is an
elusive commodity. It is sought by individuals as
well as nations both mighty and small. However,
many variables - political, economic and religious make peaceful accord difficult and often impossible.
Today's leaders must take a lesson in the diplomacy of listening to one another. They must rise
above greed and the quest for power (two of the
biggest roadblocks to peace) so there would no
longer be a need for violence. Attempting to understand one another's position and displaying a willingness to negotiate might facilitate that peace.
Peace can be achieved by nations with diverse cultures, religious conflicts and varying political and
economic goals.
If anyone can accomplish this difficult task, it is
indeed President Carter.
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Clinton is acting without support
The situation is Imminent, and
the time is now. At least that is
what President Clinton said in his
presidential address to the nation
last Thursday. President Clinton
is planning on using military
force to oust the dictators in
Haiti from power, and put previously elected Jean Bertrand
Arlstide back into his rightful
position.
In President Clinton's address,
he sternly addressed Lt. Gen.
Raoul Cedras, saying, "Your time
is up ... we will force you from
power." The president didn't
give an ultimatum to the Haitian
leaders, but the implicit deadline
appears to be Tuesday. However,
many are questioning whether or
not the U.S. should be getting itself involved. Read on.
President Clinton said that the
purpose for invading Haiti is lo
"protect our interest." Now,
there are ways to determine what
the U.S. interest is when getting
involved in war. They have been
used in justifying past U.S. military action.
First, there are the moral
reasons to commit U.S. troops to
getting involved in war. The
president told us of the "rape,
torture and mutilation" occurring in Haiti. This was done in an
effort to appeal to the hearts of
Americans, and in hopes it would
win some support. It worked a
little, depending on what poll or
survey you go by.
These types of human rights
violations are nothing new. These
violations happen everyday in
this world we live In. In every
corner of the globe from Bosnia
to Rwanda to China, and the list
goes on. Clinton used this as one

of his reasons for invading Haiti,
but it isn't a compelling one. It
doesn't add strength to his argument, even though previous
presidents have used this point to
convince the American public.
The second moral argument is
the U.S. "higher calling" to promote democracy in our hemisphere and throughout the world.
With the Cold War over and the
threat of communism gone, this
reason doesn't strengthen the
president's case, either. Of all the
countries in North and South
America, 33 out of the 35 countries are democratic.
We invaded Haiti before to
bring democracy to the country.
It didn't work. The U.S. military
was in Haiti for many years.
President Clinton promises the
U.S. military presence this time
will be "months, not years." This
was supposed to be the case in
Somalia, when George Bush set
the humanitarian mission to last
only a couple of months. When
Clinton took over, it lasted well
over a year. This example alone
permits one to be skeptical.
The prior two moral reasors

are minor when considering to
commit U.S. troops to war. There
are two major reasons that must
be contemplated before engaging
soldiers in war - economic and
U.S. national security interests.
There is no threat to our economic security from Haiti. We do
not depend on it for trade or any
natural resources.
Yes, part of the reason we
kicked Saddam Hussein out of
Kuwait was to protect our oil
supply. Oil is a vital part of our
economy, and without it American businesses would have been
severely affected. Economic
reasons are not the only reason
we drove Iraq out. The U.S. is
also an ally and protectorate of
Kuwait. Allies defend each other,
and we are not an ally of Haiti.
Haiti doesn't pose a threat to
our national security. No American citizen is In danger from the
Haitian military or its present
leaders. There was a national se-

shouldn't become involved in a
war with Haiti's military leaders
on the basis of the two minor issues. One of the two major issues
must be part of the requirement,
especially when the lives of
American troops are at risk.
The president just doesn't have
the support of the American people, and this is the most important requirement of all. Clinton
doesn't have the support of Congress, either.
There is one interesting thing
to mention, and that is that the
Republicans tried to put this issue to a vote. The Democrats
prevented it, and this puts the
Democrats into a hypocritical
position. They wanted the Persian Gulf War and the invasion of
Panama put to a vote and Uv.'y
won. George Bush received tl e
support of Congress on both
Clinton and the Democrats dont
want it to go to a vote because
they know they won't get a

"There is no threat to our economic security
from Haiti. We do not depend on them for
trade or any natural resources."
curity interest in invading Panama, because of the Panama
Canal. We control the Panama
Canal until the lease the U.S. has
on it ends. There are also
thousands of American citizens
that had to be protected.
In the case of Haiti, there Is no
national security interest or economic Interest involved. We

majority approval for a military
invasion of Haiti.
The answer to the question of
whether we should invade Haiti
is clearly no. President Clinton
doesn't have a strong enough argument, and he doesn't have the
support of the American people.
Rick Hackbarth Is a weekly
columnist for The News.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
it, feeling somewhat prime, when he couldn't be
Death of friend sparks memories through
dirty at the end of the conversa- brought down by anything. His
His name was Douglas Chlstopher Roeseler, not Rals-ler. He
was a gifted, special individual,
not a junior who was undecided.
He did not have a lot of friends,
he earned a lot of friends.
Chris Roeseler is not remembered through the black and
white of this page, nor through
the eyes of a journalist who knew
nothing about him, not even how
to spell his name. He is remembered for who he was and
what he searched for. I do no:
need a newspaper article to
prove his existence, nor does he.
In his life, Chris always
searched for the truth above all
else. In his poetry and writings
he was adamant about one theme,
"Be true to yourself." I am taking
his advice. I am upset about the
article about him, that he would
have ripped apart for being so
cliche and stereotypical, and I
am letting you know.
I understand that lt is hard to
write an article about someone
whom you've never met before.
Someone who had no effect in

your life - someone who never
was even a reality until you
heard his name. My problem is
that I would expect a journalist 11
have the courtesy and respect to
find out how to spell his name,
not to make a guessing game out
of it
A young, confused life was
ended. It Is not a basketball score
or the trials of Paul Olscamp in
Russia It is a life, something
everyone takes for granted and
never appreciates.
It deserves more respect than
just a few quotes from friends in
The News, surrounded by an article on depression.
Tuesday afternoon I wii
phoned and questioned by a.i
employee or The BG News. He
wanted to know what I knew
about Chris, similar to, "What did
Chris Roeseler mean to you in 25
words or less?"
Honestly, I was dumbfounded.
Where could I even begin - I
couldn't think of anything even
half-intelligent to say. So I stuttered and "ummed" my way

tion but hoping that he could turn
my brain malfunction into something coherent. Didn't happen.
So I failed hard on my part of
the article, I admit. But a mere
conversation with Chris would
take a book to explain. Chris and
I would discuss at great lengths
the foolishness and frivolity o.'
college life. People breezing by
life in an alcohol haze, complaining about classes and school,
when they made a conscious decision to attend college.
We continually searched for a
meaning, a purpose, a dream.
Never content to sleepwalk
through any day, no matter how
bad. To live - to really live - not
paint the facade of life on our
faces. We had hope.
Somewhere, Chris lost his
hope, lost the dream, lost everything that we had once believed
in. I know there is no one event,
idea or person that caused his
descent, yet I continually go over
every scene in my head looking
for an answer that I know I won't
find.
Thus, I remember Chris, in his

.

unalterlng confidence and pride
which could not be destroyed. I
remember his political banter
(highly liberal) and philosophical
rantings and ravings. I re-read
his poetry and stories in my head.
I still see him full of Ufe. He will
always be that way to me.
I do not have any great advice
to his friends and family, no
words of wisdom to console or
make it seem better. I just ask
you all to live, like Chris wanted.
Be who you are, do what you
want to do. There are no limits,
no boundaries and no barriers,
unless you make them.
So do not strive for existence,
do not yearn for contentment,
demand and earn truth and happiness. I still believe, I always
will.

I

'
|
'
1
.
I

One more thing - contrary to j
popular belief, the word "life" is I
a verb. We must all use it as such. '
Jason R. Fisher
Environmental science
Junior

»
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THEY
SAID IT
"It's pretty fatiguing up here. I think a
lot of us are looking forward to getting
home, getting a good shower and
some good old Earthbound things we
enjoy."
-L Blaine Hammond Jr., Discovery's pilot

WEEK
Monday
•Last day to apply for December Graduation.
•Print/Poster Sale this week through Friday from 10 a.m. until 6 p.m. at the forum in
the Student Services Building.

Tui-sduN
•The comedian Carrot Top will be at Kobaclcer Hall at 8 p.m. The show is sold out.

Wednesd.ii>
•Dr. Robert Putnam, Department of Physiology at Wright Stale University School of Medicine, will give
a seminar at 3:30 in Room 112 Life Sciences Building on "Intracellular pH and Cell Volume Regulation
in Brain Astrocytes."

Friday
•The University women's tennis team hosts Illinois-Chicago at O'Keefe Tennis Courts.
•The soccer team hosts Central Michigan at Mickey Cochrane field.
•The volleyball team travels to Miami.

.Sa(iir<la\
•The University hosts its open house,with activities running all day, beginning at 10 a.m.
•The University women's tennis team hosts Chicago State at O'Keefe Tennis Courts.
•The men's and women's cross country teams host the Mel Brodt Invitational.
•The football team travels to Eastern Michigan, while the volleyball team travels to Ohio
and the women's golf team travels to East Lansing for the Spartan Fall Invitational.

The BG Ncwi/Roai Wcltir.tr

A parachutist from the University's Reserve Officer Training Corps prepares for landing with a Falcon Hag In tow on the field of Doyt L. Perry Stadium Saturday afternoon before the Falcons' routing of
the Navy Midshipmen, 59-21.

Haiti
Continued from page one.

"hit-and-run operations" or attacks from military personnel in
civilian clothes.
Shalikashvili also said the primary mission of the American
troops would be to remove the
military-controlled government,
not to launch manhunts for Cedras or other military leaders.
"We are not in the business of
manhunts against any specific
individual."
At the White House, Clinton
met with White House Chief of
Staff Leon Panetta, Shalikashvili,
Perry, Secretary of State Warren
Christopher and National Security Adviser Tony Lake.
As some 20 warships and a
force of 20,000 troops awaited
the president's final order to
move. Perry described a threephased military maneuver that
could be adjusted depending on
the outcome of Carter's talks.
"The entry will either be
forceable, or it will be semipermissive," he said. "Whichever way we go in... we are going in with a military force capable of defending itself."
The second phase Involves establishing a secure situation In
Haiti, which the secretary acknowledged could take a few
months. The third phase calls for

EXTRA!
EXTRA!

51 years ago

handing the situation over to a
United Nations peacekeeping
force, he said.
One senior military officer familiar with the Pentagon's plans
said no matter what the outcome
of the talks, troops would be
ready to enter Port-au-Prince and
other major targets within hours
of receiving an "execute order''
from the president
"They'll want to move real
quick with a show of force," the
officer said.
Such a move could still come
under cover of darkness, but a
majority of troops might be helicoptered or flown in, Instead of
resorting to the much more dangerous option of parachute
drops, the senior officer said.
"They'll still send in the tough
guys," the special forces units
that will be in charge of securing
the airport and other primary
sites, the officer said.
Light infantry and support
troops would then follow with the
majority of the force in Haiti
within a day or two, he said.

GO
FALCONS!

In The News
Little Al DiMarco put TNT into
Bob Whittaker's "T" by pitching two
first quarter touchdown passes and
setting up another score in pacing the
Falcons to a 36-0 walloping of
bewildered Central Michigan combine.

ACROSS
THE WORLD
Volcano Erupts
PORT MORESBY, Papua New
Guinea - Authorities ordered the
evacuation of 30,000 people from
the city of Rabaul just hours before a nearby volcano began
erupting early Monday.
"She's smoking away there like
a chimney at the moment, spreading ash everywhere," National
Disaster and Emergency Services director Leith Anderson
said of the volcano. "We believe
we may have a major volcanic
eruption within the next few
hours or days."
Rabaul, on the island of New
Britain, is a picturesque port city
whose bay is part of an ancient
collapsed crater. The last major
eruption there, in 1937, killed 507
people.
The Australian Broadcasting
Corp. said most residents had
been evacuated by road to the
safety of other villages and
church missions about 18 miles
away.
Rabaul airport was closed just
before the Tavurvur volcano situated at the end of the runway trupted before dawn. The last airplane took off just before the
eruption began, officials said.
A series of volcanic earthquakes had rocked the city since
Sunday, Anderson said. Seismologists said the largest quake had
a S.l magnitude, which can cause
considerable damage.
There were no reports of casualties. Damage was limited to
landslides on roads leading into
the city, 500 miles northeast of
Port Moresby.

Anyone out there?

Fergie - who has been separated from Prince Andrew since
KUALA LUMPUR, Malaysia - March 1992 - hit a personal low
If there is intelligent life on other two years ago when tabloids pubplanets, it hasn't been smart
lished pictures of her topless and
enough to find us yet, Stephen
cavorting with an American
Hawking says.
friend.
"What's important is making
Speaking to about 3,500 people
sure that you can help others
Friday, the physicist discounted
from your own mistakes," she
suggestions that UFOs contain
said. "Youth for today is my main
beings from outer space.
theme. I want to try and say, 'OK,
"I think any visit by aliens
would be much more obvious and I made a mistake. I need a second
probably also much more unplea- chance.' So do we all out there,
too."
sant," said Hawking, a Cambridge University professor who
speaks through a voice syntheLOS ANGELES - Kate Mulgrew
sizer because of a progressive
has agreed to boldly go where
nerve disorder.
Genevieve Bujold would not.
But he said that doesn't mean
Mulgrew will skipper a starthat there is not life on other
planets.
ship in "Star Trek: Voyager," the
"I prefer [another] possibility," spinoff series that is scheduled to
launch the new United Parahe said. "There are other forms
of intelligent life out there, but
mount network in January.
Bujold had the job, but she
that we have been overlooked."
grounded herself after several
Hawkings' book, "A Brief History of Time," sold more than 5
days of filming.
million copies.
"The Starship Voyager is lucky
to have such a gifted actress as
Kate Mulgrew at its helm," said
Give her another
Rick Berman, series creator and
chance
executive producer.
Mulgrew, who appears in the
LONDON - OK, so cavorting
movie "Camp Nowhere," was a
topless may not have been a good regular on ABC's soap opera
idea. But the Duchess of York
"Ryan's Hope."
says she deserves a second
chance.
"I've made a lot of mistakes
Smart enough
and it's really important that I
LOS ANGELES - CNN is getcan take in what I've learned, and ting smart. Mrs. Smart, that is Barbara Feldon is turning news
then try to channel my energies
announcer.
now into helping others," Sarah
Ferguson said in an interview
Beginning Sept. 25, Feldon can
be heard introducing "CNN Prewith BBC radio Friday.

POSTER SALE' yJE'NG
18 A.M. - 6 P.M.

Sept. 19 thru Sept. 23 " $Q)

jf ERIC SCHMENK
[/

Student Services
Forum

YouVe been recognized as last week's
MOST VALU ABIE
BG News Production Staff Member
Congratulations!
(and thanksll)

sents," the cable network's weekly news magazine.
She joins another celebrity
voice on the network - James
Earl Jones' rich baritone regularly intones the network's identification, "This is CNN."
Feldon played Agent 99 - the
wife of Agent Maxwell Smart c on the TV sitcom "Get Smart"
from 1965-70.
A new "Get Smart" series,
starring Feldon and Don Adams,
is expected to air as a midseason
replacement on Fox.
Compiled from staff and wire
reports.

Join the Stampede
to bw-31
Try our Dally Lunch Specials!
Mon ...Garbage Dog Combo
$2.99

Tues ..200 Wings..... All Day!
Wed...Beef-on-Weck Combo

$2.99

•\

•\

Thur ..Chicken Breast Combo
$3.99
Fri—1/4 lb. Weckburger Combo.. $2.99
Combo Includes Regular Chip & 12oz. Drink
Call353-BWWW
bw-3 B.G.

Call 2-7164 or 2-2343 For More Info

A

176 E Wooster
\?
V**%y
*
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>^fi-^;
Bowling Green,Ohio
^Buffalo Wild Wings & Week'
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NAACP official's
death launches
queries, concerns
by Elliott Minor
The Associated Press
DAWSON, Ga - As president
of the local NAACP chapter,
James Lofton Barnes helped
blacks overcome racism and
paved the way for them to become elected officials and community leaders.
When he was killed In what Investigators said was a robbery,
some residents were dissatisfied
and called on the U.S. Justice
Department to determine if his
death was racially motivated.
Michael Simmons, 23, who
works across the street from the
Dawson NAACP office, is one of
those who refuse to accept robbery as a motive.
"The majority of youth around
here don't believe that," he said.
"It needs to be looked at a lot
deeper than just a robbery."
Barnes' body was found Sept.
10 in a pool of blood, lying by a
desk in his NAACP office in this
Southwest Georgia farming town
of 6,200. His wallet, empty of
cash, was found in the trash a
block away.
John Bankhead, a spokesman
for the Georgia Bureau of Investigation, said the 69-year-old
Barnes died from a blow to the
head.
"Everything we've uncovered
so far points to robbery," Bankhead said. "He had been scllii.g
raffle tickets ... and he was
known to have a large amount of
cash on him."
The $2 tickets were to help
finance the state convention of
the National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People.
"He was very friendly and he
trusted everybody," said Fred
Jones, 42, who works in a store
next to the NAACP headquarters.
"He didn't feel anybody would do
any wrong."
A suspect, described as a black
man with a history of drug violations, is being held on parole violations. He has not been chargea
and he has not been identified.
State investigator Jim Baker
said evidence is being analyzed
and results may take several
weeks.
John Cole Vodicka, a civil
rights activist, asked the Justice
Department to investigate Barnes' death. He said Terrell
County has a long history of violence and intimidation of blacks.

Game show
highlights
University,
city of BG

Now that's a bridge

"While I certainly do not maintain that Mr. Barnes' murder was
racially or revenge-motivated, I
think that this possibility deserves to be investigated to the
fullest possible extent," Vodicka
said in a letter to the department's Civil Rights Division.
Vodicka said he has nor
received a response.
A few days before the murder,
Vodicka said, he and others were
threatened by a white businessman who blamed blacks and
Bames, in particular, for problems facing the country.
In the 1960s, when Terrell
County was dominated by a white
establishment, Barnes helped
blacks register to vote and some
of his children drove them to the
polls.
He participated in civil rights
marches in Alabama and Washington and filed a successful federal lawsuit to change Terrell
County from an at-large system
to a ward system. Blacks felt the
at-large system weakened their
voting power.

by Cynthia Kent
The BC News

The glitz and glamour of television came to Kobacker Hail
Friday when the lottery show
"Cash Explosion Double Play"
was taped as a part of its 1994
road show schedule.
"The city of Bowling Green
went all out for the show," said
Karen Russo, Public Information
Officer of the Ohio Lottery
Commission. "The Bowling
Green Area Convention and Visitors Bureau has welcomed us
with open arms and has worked
very hard to make our schedule a
productive one."
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Each year the show does four
or five road shows, and Bowling
Green was the first choice for the
Northwest Ohio area The University's large building was a
major influence in deciding
where to hold the taping, Russo
said. "[The show] did many
different tours throughout the
entire state of Ohio and decided
which facilities would hold such
a large crowd as this,"she said.

Fifty-eight percent of the county's 11,000 residents are black, 41
percent are white and 1 percent
belong to other ethnic groups.

Freshman architecture major
Robert Hedge said watching the
taping was "interesting" because
he has never seen a televsion
show being taped.
"A larger type of television
show brings good publicity for
the University," Hedge said.
"[The taping] was good for the
community." Two contestants
were from Toledo, and one traveled from Kentucky to appear on
the show. They were chosen from
a drawing that occurs at the end
of every show.

Today, Dawson has a black
mayor and four black city council members. Terrell County has
four black school board members, a black coroner, a black
county commissioner, a black
sheriff, a black school superintendent and a black high school
principal.
"He was a part of the changes
that have occurred," said Mayor
Robert Albritten. "At times he
was behind the scenes. At times
he was on the forefront. It just
depended on the kind of leadership that was needed."
Barnes' daughter, Lucy Boston
of Decatur, said she supports a
Justice Department Investigation.
"We ... want the right thing
done and that person brought to
justice," she said.
"He taught us that we could be
leaders and that we could have a
voice, not only In politics, but in
education and other areas," Boston said. "He was my father, but
he was a father to everybody."

APPkoIo/Sleve Ciilllo

Runners head toward San Francisco on the upper deck of the San Francisco Bay Bridge early Sunday
Sept 18,1994, as part of the Ufeipan Bay Bridge 10k race. Wheelchair athletes, as well as walkers,
participated in the event.

Rwanda
Continued from page on*.

Things that are easy to fix, like
damage to structures, are being
fixed already. Some gasoline
stations, restaurants and a few
other small businesses have reopened, but most factories remain closed because of a lack of
workers and electrical power.
Austrian and American engineers expect to get the water
back on soon, Germans are restarting the power system and

Britons are fixing roads and
bridges.
Massacres that wiped out entire villages were accomplished
with machetes, clubs, small arms
and occasionally grenades. Trie
ensuing military campaign involved some mortar fire, but not
enough to do wide-scale, serious
damage.
Sabena, the Belgian airline, has
become the first commercial
carrier to resume service to Kigali, but Canadian U.N. troops

coordinating relief flights have
yet to hand over the control
tower to civilians. They said
some Rwandans sent to replace
them appeared to have no training as air traffic controllers.
During the slaughter, assassins
targeted educated and professional Tutsis. That extermination
and the later flight of Hutu
professionals, managers and
skilled workers, will slow the recovery.
Officials trying to revive
schools, health programs and
other institutions do not know
how many teachers, doctors and
other professionals were slain or
fled. The Justice Ministry say.-.
only 40 of 700 judges remain.

"Those who are really guilty need to be made
examples, to show the people that those who
do bad things will be punished, to show
others that it is bad to kill."
Lazare Ndazaro
assistant to the rehabilitation minister
What does Rwanda's disaster
say of the former elite's leadership?
"A lot of professional people
were involved in this one way or
another," said Alex deWaal of
Africa Rights, based in London.
In a country that is 85 percent
rural, many peasants also took
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part in the massacres. Some believed ethnic hate broadcasts
saying they must ki II or be killed.
Others were told they could have
the land or other possessions of
their victims.
If the cycle of killing and
revenge is to stop, Rwandans
must be convinced that justice
will be done.
"Those who are really guiltyneed to be made examples, to
show the people that those who
do bad things will be punished, to
show others that it is bad to kill,"
said Lazare Ndazaro, assistant to
the rehabilitation minister.

"If you scratch off the word
entry three times [on a lottery
ticket], send the card in to the
address on the back with their
name and address and Sharon
and Paul could pull their names
out of the drum," Russo said.
If a contestant does appear on
the show, he or she is eligible to
win a minimum of $2,500. The
winner gets $50,000 and could
win a maximum of $200,000.
The crew started the setup for
the taping as early as last Tuesday, and the camera crew taped
parts of the city and the University that was aired along with the
show. They filmed the Wood
County Court House, Victorian
Oil- Boom Houses and the Ice
Arena, Russo said.
Despite the excitement the taping brought to the area, "Cash
Explosion Double Play" was not
the first major production that
has come to the University.
Keith Hofsaker, the technical
director for the College of Musical Arts, served as a liason between the University and th?
Cash Explosion team. He also
was one of the technical directors during Cash Explosion's
stay.
"[Cash Explosion Double Play]
is the largest single television
show as far as lighting and special effects," Hofsaker said.
"With an opera or other musical
events there is a lot more set;
there is no set in this really."
Most of the productions at the
University Is "musically oriented," such as self-productions,
operas and musicals.

FREE FOOD RAFFLE
SIGN - UPS September 26, in Union Foyer
10:00 am ■ 4:00 pm
Raflle open to STUDENT, FACULTY, & STAFF
Prize* handed out Thursday Sept. 29
12:00 pm - 2:00 pm Union Foyer

Winners will be notified

more
•iH-^ry***Info:

2-7164
or 2 -2343
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Offense racks up 480 yards in win
by Glen lubbert
The BC News
For the second straight week,
the football team cruised to an
easy victory, dismantling Navy
Saturday, 59-21.
"They gave us a good licking,"
Navy coach George Chaump
said.
It didn't take long for the Falcons to give the 23,948 fans
something to cheer about as they
went 85 yards on their opening
drive to put points on the board
first.
Quarterback Ryan Henry connected with split end Ronnie
Redd with a 4-yard pass to the
corner of the north end zone.
Navy responded with a 71-yard
drive of their own to tie the game
at 7. For the next three possesions each team scored, putting BG up 21-14 with 7:28 left in
the half.
On Navy's next two possessions
the Falcon defense was able to
shut down the Midshipmen, forcing them to punt and giving BG a
chance to get ahead. But Navy
was able to hold the Falcons from
getting into the end zone Only
place-kicker Brian Leaver
scored, booting a 32-yard field
goal to put the Falcons up 24-14.
But the turning point came on
Navy's ensuing possession. On a
first-and-10 play on its own 24,
Midshipmen quarterback Jim
Kubiak's pass was intercepted by
BG corner Tony Everhart, who
returned it to Navy's 20-yard
line.
"They played some sort of robber," Kubiak said. "I lost track of

the strong safety and the defensive back did a good job of reading my eyes."
"It was an out cut by the wide
out and my coach had told me to
sit down on the out cut because I
had help to the inside," Everhart
said. "So I just sat on it, read tht
quarterback's eyes and broke to
the ball."
Two plays later, Henry hit
flanker Rameir Martin on a
19-yard pass to put BG in the
driver's seat at the half, 31-14.
"The game was certainly in
balance at that particular point,"
BG coach Gary Blackney said.
"Being able to get that turnover
and our offensive ability to move
down and score took Navy out of
its game plan."
"The game is 60 minutes long,'
Chaump said. "One play. I wish it
meant that much. I wish the psychology of that stuff was as great
as you think it was. It makes for
sensational writing, but you've
got to stop people to win football
games."
Navy scored once in the second
half, but the Falcons answered
with 28 points of their own.
Henry tossed four touchdown
passes, which tied the school record for TD passes in a single
game.
"I can't stress the play of the
offensive line enough," Henry
said. "They opened the holes for
the running backs and I don't
think we had a sack today. My
jersey was relatively clean at the
end of the game, so that's a big
credit to the offensive line."

"When they went up by 17 it
really changed the game," Kubiak said. "After that, they pretty
While the Bowling Green much knew we needed to throw
offense has ran wild the last two the ball so they were able to teeweekends, the defensive unit has off and really put a lot of presquietly played brilliantly as well. sure on us.
After intermission, Kubiak
BG's offense posted 59 points
against Navy, but it was the de- only managed to complete 7 of 15
fense that turned in the play of passes for just 98 yards.
"When the score got out a*
the game.
Down 24-14, Navy's quarter- hand they just played nickle and
back Jim Kubiak tried to lead his dime defenses against us," Kuteam downfield for one last score biak said. "I dont care who you
before intermission. On the open- are, it's just tough to throw the
ing play of the drive, Kubiak was football in that situation."
Coming into the game, Blackintercepted by defensive back
ney was concerned with how his
Tony Everhart.
Everhart returned the pick to team would respond against Nathe Navy 20-yard line and the vy's dangerous passing attack.
Kubiak, who entered the
Tht BC Newi/Ron HUHnf r
Falcon offense needed just two
plays to put the ball in the end contest with over 500 yards pass- Bowling Green's Rameir Martin goes up high to pull down a Ryan Henry past for a touchdown in the
ing in two games, was held to second quarter of the Falcon 59-21 victory over Navy Saturday. The Falcons racked up 480 yards of
zone.
under 200 yards by the BG de- offense and Henry threw four touchdown passes In the romp.
"At that point I knew that the fense.
"I thought we played pretty
team needed a big play," Everhart said. "It didn't really matter well defensively overall," Blackwho made the play, I was just ney said. "I was impressed with
the play of our defensive backs.
glad it turned out to be me"
"That was a big play because We had a couple of breakdowns,
the game was certainly in the but after that long touchdown
balance at that point," head pass we settled down and played
coach Gary Blackney said. "Ob- pretty solidly."
Besides Everhart's pick,
viously, it was a significant play,
freshman Chioke Bradley also
a turning point."
The play seemed to deflate the came up with an interception that
was followed by a Falcon touchMidshipmen as well as take them
down.
out of their game plan.
by Mike Kazlmore
The BC News

Over the pond and
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to the library we go!l!
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BGSL Food Operations
is currently hiring
BGSU Students. Must be
available to work in 2 hour
shifts or more between
10 am - 3 pm.
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So many goals, so little
time was the motto for the
Falcon soccer team Sunday.
BG sustained a slight rally
to score three times in less
than 14 mintues to down the
Western Kentucky Hilltoppers, 5-1.
The Falcons wobbled out
of the intermission to let
WKU back into the game.
Down 1-0, Hilltopper midfielder Jeff Postle scored
on a cross from Tony Hester and Patrick Parker at
56:43.
BG cut down the Hilltoppers for good six minutes
later.
"After another team
scores, the next five
minutes are really important. Unfortunately, we
have to come out really
hard and try to let them
know they are not going to
stay in the game much
longer," said BG midfielder Steve Klein.
WKU's hopes of winning
the game ended on Frank
Frostino's goal at 62:54.
Frostino took a pass from
Joe Burch and headed a
one-hopper past Hilltopper
goalkeeper Lee Hunt. The
goal was Frostino's second
of the year.
The Brown and Orange
stretched their lead to 3-1
eight minutes later. Substitution player Dave Kindl,
one of the solid BG subs of
the day, scored on a rebound from Klein. Kindl is
second on the team with
four goals.
"We brought people off
the bench - that gave us
positive minutes. I dont
think there was a person we
brought off the bench that
didn't give us positive
minutes," head coach Gary
Palmisano said.
Some of the most positive
minutes came from sophomore forward Michael
James. James, standing just
5-6 and weighing 155
pounds, played large
against the Hilltoppers. He
came in late in the first half
and buzzed around the
field, terrorizing the WKU
defenders. The Vermilion,
Ohio native scored his first
goal of the season at 76:11
from Burch and Klein.
"Michael James, with his
pace is a great player coming off. As the game opens
up, players are starting to
get fatigued and he has his
pace and his energy to
play," added Palmisano.
James agreed that he is
the Falcon sparkplug.
"It's my role in the game,
to come in of f the bench and
try to do what I can," James
said.
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353-7272

Starting wage is
$4.35 per hour.
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BG soccer
team blasts
Hilltoppers
by Pat Murphy
The BG News

Defense keys BG
blowout over Navy
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11 a.m. - 1 a.m.
11 a.m. - 3 a.m.
Noon - Midnight

Nifty Nine Fifty
Two Pizzas
One 16" Extra
One 14" Large Build Your '
Own & One 14" Large | Large Two Toppings
Two Toppings
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Ball State edges Buddy blanked by Be liehick
volleyball team
by Chuck Melvln
The Associated Press

byMlkeKazlmore
The BC News

game, and they were able to take
advantage of our mistakes."
The Cardinals' set put themselves in position to win the
match with a tough service game
BSU racked up 11 service aces to
BG'ssix.
"I felt that we could have
served a little tougher." Van De
Walle said. "Then, on their
serves, it just seemed like we
weren't passing into our specific
zones, and anytime that happens
it creates a lot of confusion."
Carlyn Essllnger and Jessica
Andrasko paced the Falcons as
they recorded 25 and 24 kills, respectively.
"I think that we ran the middle
very well," Van De Walle said.
"Carlyn at times was literally unstoppable."
Friday night the Falcons disposed of the Western Michigan
Broncos in a relatively easy fourset match.
After cruising to 15-6,15-4 victories in the first two games BG
dropped a 14-16 decision before
wrapping things up in the fourth
game, 15-7.

The opening weekend of the
Mid-American Conference volleyball season started with the
the league's premier matchup Bowling Green vs. Ball State.
The two perennial MAC
powerhouses didn't disappoint a
crowd of more than 750 as they
battled through a tough fivegame match at Anderson Arena.
•The Cardinals managed to walk
away with the win, however, as
they dropped BG 15-12, 9-1S.
15-7,10-15 and 15-9.
; "It was certainly a big match
for both teams," BG head coach
Denise Van De Walle said.
"There's no doubt about it, it was
definitely a showdown. It was
two evenly matched teams battling it out, and they just happened to play a little better."
The Falcons' efforts fell a little
short when they couldn't come up
with the big plays during the
fifth and deciding game.
"The biggest thing about the
rally game is that every mistake
will cost you a point," Van De
Lori Hilton led the Falcons in
Walle said. "Ball State became a setting a school record with eight
little more offensive during tliat solo blocks.

CLEVELAND - Buddy Ryan
should have been taking notes.
The longtime defensive coordinator-turned-head coach
could have learned a few
things from Cleveland's Bill
Belichick on Sunday as the
Browns shut out Ryan's Arizona Cardinals 32-0. It was the
first time Ryan was blanked in
his six seasons as a head
coach, including five at Philadelphia.
Arizona (0-3), uninspired by
Ryan's decision to start Jim
McMahon at quarterback In
place of Steve Beuerlein, was
shut out for the first time
since 1991. The Browns (2-1)
got their first shutout at
Cleveland Stadium since 1983
and their first on any field
since 1991, stopping the Cardinals on the 2 with one second
left.
Vinny Testaverde, stung by
six interceptions in his previous two games, ran for one
touchdown and passed for two
more, including an 81-yard
catch-and-run by rookie Derrick Alexander in the fourth
quarter.

Eric Turner added the exclamation point on the
Browns' 29-point second half,
a 93-yard interception return
with two minutes left after Jay
Schroeder had replaced
McMahon.
The Cardinals entered Sunday's game with the NFL's
lowest-ranked offense, and
they looked it.
They had minus-1 yard on
offense in the first quarter,
didn't get a first down until 10
minutes remained in the second period, and got past midfield five times in the game
Two of those forays ended in
long missed field goals by
Greg Davis, one from 49 yards
and the other from 58; two
others were stopped by interceptions, including Turner's.
The Browns started slowly
on offense but got a lift late in
the first quarter when rookie
Antonio Langham intercepted
McMahon's pass to set them
up at the Arizona 31. Seven
plays later, Matt Stover
kicked a 32-yard field goal for
a3-0halftimelead.
Short punts led to the
Browns' two third-quarter
touchdowns— Testaverde's
1-yard sneak and Tommy Vardell's 16-yard reception.

APphoto/PfcllLoni

Arizona's Jim McMahon tries to avoid a tackier during Cleveland's 32-0 victory Sunday.

Florida
keeps top
ranking
by Rick Warner
The Associated Press
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Top-ranked Florida increased
its lead over No. 2 Nebraska In
The Associated Press college
football poll Sunday, while Penn
State climbed to No. 5 following
its third straight rout.
Florida widened its margin
over Nebraska from nine points
to 17 points after beating Tennessee 31-0 Saturday, the Volunteers' worst home defeat in 70
years.
The Gators received 33 firstplace votes and 1,507 points from
a nationwide media panel. Nebraska, which defeated visiting
UCLA 49-21, got 20 first-place
votes and 1,490 points.
Nebraska still is No. 1 in the
USA Today-CNN coaches' poll,
but its lead over Florida was narrowed to six points.
Florida State, which downed
Wake Forest 56-14, remaine.1
third in the AP poll with three
first -place votes and 1,376 points.
Idle Michigan held fourth with
one first and 1336 points.
Penn State moved up one spot
after beating Iowa 61-21. The
Nittany Lions, who have won
their first three games by an
average of 39 points, got three
first-place votes and 1,317 points.
Rounding out the Top 10 were
Miami, Colorado, Arizona, Notre
Dame and Auburn. Miami and
Arizona each got one first-place
vote.
The Hurricanes, who were off
Saturday, dropped one place.
Colorado stayed No. 7 after beating Wisconsin 55-17, idle Arizona
moved up one place, Notre Dame
fell one spot after rallying to beat
Michigan State 21-20 and Auburn
rose one place after defeating
LSU 30-26.
Alabama was No. 11, followed
by Texas A&M, North Carolina,
Virginia Tech, Texas, Wisconsin,
Washington, UCLA, Southern
California, Ohio State, Oklahoma,
Washington State, Tennessee,
North Carolina State and Indiana
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For The BEST Pizzas
And The BEST Deals...
CALL 352-5166
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FREE DELIVERY
OPEN
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Steelers overpower Colts
The Associated Press
PITTSBURGH - The Pittsburgh Steelers found the perfect
way to keep the ball away from
Marshall Faulk - give it to Barry
Foster.
Foster ran for 179 yards and a
touchdown in his biggest game in
more than two years to upstage
Faulk as the Steelers beat the
Colts 31-21 Sunday.
Bam Morris, Foster's rookie
backup, scored once and turned a
routine screen pass into a
49-yard gain ahead of Neil O'Donnell's go-ahead 8-yard touchdown pass to John L. Williams.
Ronald Humphrey returned
the opening kickoff 95 yards and
Quentin Coryatt returned O'Donnell's fumble 78 yards to
make it 14-0 in the second quarter, but the Colts (1-2) didn't have
the offense to sustain the lead.
Foster, averaging just 2.8
yards per carry following ankle
surgery, thrived in his battle of
the backs against Faulk, nearly
outgaining the Colts all by himself. It was Foster's best game
since gaining a career-high 190
yards against the Jets on Sept. 13,

1992.
Faulk, who had 61 yards, had
little chance to become the first
NFL rookie to rush for 100 yards
in his first three games. He
sidestepped the Steelers' blitzing
defense for what yardage he did
manage, but quarterback Jim
Harbaugh wilted under pressure
as the Colts' offense was nonexistent for 21/2 quarters.
Morris added 56 yards as thii
Steelers' two tailbacks out rushed
Faulk 235-61. Overall, the
Steelers (2-1) outgained the Colts
500-179 and outrushed them
261-73.
Both teams played in old-time
uniforms as part of the NFL's
75th anniversary celebration.
The Steelers' uniforms were patterned after those of the 1933
football Pirates, the city's original NFL franchise. The Colts
sported the Johnny Unitas look of
the 1958 Colts.
Harbaugh, 9 of 20 for 120
yards, was intercepted by Kevin
Henry on the Colts' final possession and was effective only during a 66-yard scoring drive ended
by his 19-yard TD pass to Sean
Dawkins that made it 21-17 in the

third quarter.
Pittsburgh regained the lead at
24-21 as Foster, held to 128 yards
on 45 carries in his first two
games by Dallas and Cleveland,
ran off 22 yards on three carries
before Morris' screen pass and
O'Donnell's second touchdown
pass of the game.
ODonnell, 22 of 35 for 254
yards, also hit Eric Green on a
27-yard touchdown pass play that
cut the Colts' lead to 14-7 at 9:58
of the second quarter. The
Steelers tied it on Foster's
29-yard run on a drive kept alive
by a questionable illegal contact
penalty on Colts cornerback Damon Watts.
The Steelers, now 8-0 against
the Colts in Three Rivers Stadium, took a 17-14 halftime lead
on Gary Anderson's 46-yard field
goal on the final play of the half.
Morris finished off the Colts
with his first NFL touchdown, a
1-yard run with 2:28 remaining.
Foster's 100-yard game was his
first since the seventh game of
the 1993 season, two weeks before he sustained a seasonending ankle injury against Buffalo.

THE EDGE
Howling Green 59, Navy 21

ct

Quarterback:
Jim Kubiak threw two interceptions, both of which lead to Bowling Green touchdowns, and
he passed for less than 200 yards for the first time this season. Ryan Henry hooked up on
four touchdown passes to tie a school record. Henry has now thrown 131 consecutive passes
without an interception dating back to last season.

Running Backs:
For the second straight game the Bowling Green backfield managed to gain more than 240
yards on the ground. Three BG running backs managed to reach the 70 yard barrier in
Saturday's contest. Navy's ground attack fizzled throughout the game.

Wide Receivers and Tight Knds:
Matt Scornavecchi hauled in three passes for 97 yards -- including a 49-yard touchdown.
BG's Ronnie Redd tied a school record by catching a pass for the 37 consecutive game.
Redd also managed to find the endzone twice, once on a nifty stop-and-go route down the
left sideline. Rameir Martin also had a big game, catching four balls for 59 yards.
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Offensive lane
The BG big men continued their outstanding play. The running backs had a variety of holes
to choose from while Henry had plenty of time to look downfiled on each passing play.
Navy's offensive line was never able to give Kubiak that extra second that he often needed
to complete the big play.

Defensh e Line:
Once again the Falcons defensive line refused to be pushed around. BG was able to control
the line of scrimmage and effectively shut down the Midshipmen's running attack. On the
other side of the ball, BG's offensive line manhandled Navy. Henry rarely had to throw
under pressure and the the running backs were given plenty of room to run.

Linebackers:
tf

<?
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Navy's
''s linebackers played a solid game, however they constantly had to make tackles five
and six yards behind the line of scrimmage. BG's linebacking crew was once again lead by
Vince Palko. Palko paced the team with 12 tackles. When Navy's running backs did
occassionally find a hole in the BG defensive line the linebackers were there to fill it..

Defensive Hacks:
Henry seemed to have little problems finding open receivers in the Navy secondary. Also,
the Falcons were able to score four touchdowns via the air. Meanwhile Tony Everhart and
Chioke Bradley both came up with interceptions for BG. Each of the two picks set up
another BG touchdown. The Falcons have now intercepted at least one pass in each of the
first three games.

by Mike Kazlmore
The BG News
While both the men's and
women's cross country
teams were victorious this
weekend, they took quite
different paths to get there.
The women's team
coasted to an easy 19-36
victory over Kent State
while the men's squad
sweated out a 27-28 win.
"We knew going into the
meet that it was going to be
a very close race," men's
head coach Sid Sink said.
"I'm just happy that we
were able to come away
with the win."
Tim Amdt paced the Falcons' efforts with a secondplace finish. Amdt, coming
off a week in which he
didn't race, finished with a
time of 26:58 - 12 seconds
off the winner's time.
"Tim really ran a great
race," Sink said. "I was
very Impressed with his
performance, especially
since he didn't race last
weekend."
Although Amdt put in
BG's best time, Jim Weckesser and Tom Williams
proved to be the difference
in the meet. Both Falcons
held off KSU runners in the
closing seconds of the race
to preserve the victory.
"We had to win both of
those fights if we wanted to
win, and we were able to do
that," Sink said. "It was just
a really exciting meet. It
came down to the end, and
fortunately our guys were
able to hold them off."
The women won the top
three spots at the meet on
their way to an easy victory. Tracey Losi finished
first with a time of 18:51,
while Laura Hall and
freshman Christin Lacroix
placed second and third, respectively.
"We won the top three
places, and anytime you can
do that you're going to be
very successful," head
coach Steve Price said.
"The race was held in a
downpour so the times were
a little bit slower, but overall I think we ran a really
good race.
"Kent has a runner that is
an All-American in track at
800-meters, and she finished fourth. I was really
impressed that we had
three people finish in front
of Kent's top runner."

"QUOTABLE
Fool ha
Navy Coach George Chaump oa Ryan Henry
"Henry did an outstanding job of audibilizing on the line, reading our
defense and going to a good football play."
Chaump on BG's dominance
"/ like to give credit where credit is due. I'll give credit to their football
team. Their coaches and players did an outstanding job. They gave us a
good licking."
Chaump on whether a late first half Interception was the
difference In the game
"The game is 60 minutes long. I wish one play meant that much.l wish
the pyschology of that stuff was as great as you think it was. It makes
for sensational writing but you've got to stop good football teams."
Coach Blackney on BG offense
"On the offensive side of the ball, ue've got a lot of weapons. Ryan's
playing well and so are the wide receivers and running backs. "
Blackney on the BG offensive line
"/ think the difference in our football team right now is the offensive
line. They're opening up some holes and giving Ryan some protection
and he's making some plays. But if you don't have that offensive line in
sync and playing together, it doesn 't matter how many weapons you
have."
Blackney on BG's last too games
"To be a good football team, you need to make plays and be consistent.
That's what our team has done over the last two games."
BG quarterback Ryan Henry on offensive line
"/ can't stress the play of the offensive line enough. They opened the
holes for the running backs. And I don't think we had a sack today. My
jersey was relatively clean after the game."
Henry on BG's effectiveness In the passing game
"/ think the fact that they play a lot of zone coverage and play their
defensive backs relatively deep off the ball allowed us to take advantage
of those factors."
Henry on the difference between last and this year's
squads
"In my mind, I think last year's teams and this year's team are two
different teams. We're such a close unit on the offensive and defensive
;
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Scoreboard
Mid-American
League
W L T
Western Mich
1 0 0
Bowling Green 1 0 0
Central Mich.
1 0 0
Kent
1 0 0
Toledo
0 0 0
Ball State
0 0 0
Ohio
0 0 0
Miami
0 1 0
Eastern Mich. 0 1 0
Akron
0 1 0

Overall
W L T
3 0 0
2 1 0
2 1 0
1 1 0
2 1 0
0 2 0
0 2 0
0 2 1
0 3 0
0 3 0

Saturday
Bowling Green 59. Navy 21
Purdue 49. Ball State 21
Toledo 47. Liberty 37
Central Mich. 30. Eastern Mich. 29
Kent 32. Akron 16
Utah State 5. Ohio 0
Miami 17. Cincinnati 17
Western Mich. 23. Iowa State 19
Navy
7 7 7 0 21
Bowling Green
14 17 14 14 59
BG—Redd 4 pass from Henry (Leaver
kick)
Navy—Scomavacchi 49 pass from
Kubiak (Bucchianeri kick)
BG— Parker 23 run (Leaver kick)
Navy—Williams I run (Bucchianeri
kick)
BG—Redd 35 pass from Henry (Leaver
kick)
BG—FG Leaver 47
BG— Martin 19 pass from Henry
(Leaver kick)
BG— Dunaway 5 run (Leaver kick)

Navy— McGrew 12 run (Bucchianeri
kick)
BG— Cates 28 pass from Henry
(Leaver kick)
BG— Parker I run (Leaver kick)
BG— Parker 4 run (Leaver kick)
TEAM STATISTICS
BG
First Downs
29
Rushes-yards
54-254
Passing yards
237
Return yards
56
Passes
18-29-0
Punts
2-37
Fumbles-lost
0-0

Penalites-yards
3-30
Time of Possession 35:39

Nsvy
18
32-131
198
110
15-28-2
5-43
1-0

8-68
24:01

INDIVIDUAL LEADERS
RUSHING—Navy. McGrew 19-62.
Nelson 3-22, Jefferson 3-21. Williams
4-11. Smith I -4. Kubiak 2-3. BG. Davis
14-75, Parker 12-73. Cates 18-70.
Kidwell 2-11. Henry 2-6. Dunaway 2-5.
Card 4-3.
PASSING— Navy. Kubiak 15-28-2198. BG. Henry 16-23-0-208. Kidwell
1-5-0-21. Hecklinski 1-1-0-8.
RECEIVING— Navy. Dixon 4-36.
Scomavacchi 3-97. Hickman 3-28.
Jefferson 3-18. Mill 1-17. Williams 1-2.
BG. Redd 5-74. Martin 4-59. Williams
4-41. Card 2-20. Cates 1-28. Stover 1-8,
Parker 1-7.

DOUBLE SAVINGS
DOUBLE SAVINGS

Special Teams:
Navy's special teams put forth an admirable showing -- but the Falcons still get the edge in
this department. For the second straight game place-kicker Brian Leaver connected on a 47yard field goal. Leaver was also perfect on on all eight extra point attempts. While Navy
booted five punts for a 43 yard average its special teams never could make anything happen.

Couching:
Gary Blackney and the rest of his coaching staff came up with another brilliant game plan
against the Midshipmen. Navy coach George Chaump should be wondering why he fired his
offensive coordinator when the defense is allowing 54 points per game.

To all our
Residents fANEW LOVE
We now have Recycling
Containers in our office for
our residents! If you are
interested, stop by and pick
one up.

r

Men edge
KSUin
dual meet

~ — - ^^^^^^^a^-

Rentals
328 S. Main
Our Only Office
352-5620

/IRTQ1RVED
TCace: University 'Bookstore
Tme: 10a.m.-3p.m.
'Dates: 9/19 - 9/22/94
'Deposit: $25.00

*cannor be USM
for mt DurcrttM
Of Te«TOOO*i Of
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Bungling Bengals bombed by Bledsoe
by Joe Kay
The Associated Press

to a 31-28 victory over the win- making big play after big play.
less Cincinnati Bengals.
Bledsoe had 20 completions of at
Bledsoe had his club-record least 10 yards.
CINCINNATI -- Same old story fourth straight 300-yard game in
The Patriots (1-2) needed the
for the New England Patriots: an offense that has become de- high-powered passing and seven
Drew Bledsoe Is brilliant, the cidedly un-Bill Parcells and is sacks by the defensive front to
pass defense is porous. Only the throwing nearly every down. The overcome a third straight woeful
ending was different Sunday - second-year quarterback com- showing by the secondary. Cinthey won.
pleted 30 of SO for 365 yards, set- cinnati (0-3) scored three times
Bledsoe's perfect 34-yard ting his receivers up for another because of breakdowns in the
touchdown pass to Michael round of big numbers.
secondary, which has given up
Timpson overcame more misadTimpson and Ben Coates each more than 1,000 yards and 11
ventures by a hold-your-breath went over 100 yards receiving touchdown passes in three
pass defense and led the Patriots for the second straight week by games.

David Klingler threw a 7-yard
touchdown pass to an uncovered
Carl Pickens - Rod Smith lost
track of him in the end zone and Darnay Scott got behind
the secondary on third-and-Iong
for a 56-yard catch that set up a
momentous third-quarter touchdown. Steve Broussard's 8-yard
run marked the Bengals' first
third-quarter touchdown in 22
games.
Klingler and Scott also teamed
for a 49-yard pass play in the

fourth quarter that highlighted a down the right sideline and Bled99-yard drive. Klingler's 4-yard soe, under pressure, lofted the
toss to a wide-open Pickens and ball perfectly over Timpson's
Broussard's two-point run made shoulder for the 34-yard touchit 31-28 with 1:13 left. But the down that put New England
Patriots recovered the onside ahead to stay. Safety Louis Oliver
kick.
got there at the last second, bu;
Klingler completed 21 of 29 for the throw was right where it had
a career-high 266 yards against to be.
the league's worst pass defense.
The Patriots clinched it with
Bledsoe saved the Patriots with Marion Butts' 1-yard run, his
his best pass of the afternoon. second of the day, making it
Timpson got behind Mike Brim 31-20 in the fourth quarter.

Classifieds
CAMPUS EVENTS
••ATTENTION"
APICS Pu'c-as ng Club General Meeting
Tuesday, September 20
BA112730pm
Jim Drennen speaks on JIT vs. IOC
"' Free Pizza & Pop' ■
• ATTENTION O.S.E.A. MEMBERS •
FALL MEETING DATE
Sunday Sepi. 18.8pm NE. Commons
Tuesday Oct. 4.9pm 11S Educ. Bldg.
Tuesday Nov. t. Spm l IS Educ. Bldg.
Costume competition! Pnzes awarded for best
costumes I
Tuesday Dec. 6.9pm 11S Educ. Bldg.

PI KAPPA PHI PI KAPPA PHI

UAA
UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

PERSONALS

Second general meeting
Tuesday, Sept. 20 al 9:00 p.m.
Tan; Room in the Union
Special guest speaker. Amy Cole.
Assi Dr. ol Alumni Altaira win talk
about Homecoming.
WALK FOR A GREEN OHIO is passing
through on September 24. A rally will be held
at 2pm at the Courthouse w/various speakers.
A potluck dinner will be hekj at the City Park followed by the Green Ohio shoe show. All individuals A groups are encouraged to join it. Any
questions cal1 Melissa at 352-8343.
WE WANT YOU!!
To work on campaigns, meet political leaders,
attend fantastic parties and truly GET INVOLVED!

—INTO THE STREETS-

you want to meet people, perform community service or just have en awesome erne?
Join us in 105 BA on Tues. at 9:00pm ID go Into
the Streets'
—INTO THE STREETS—
DO

ATTENTION: PRESIDENTS AND ADVISORS
The President and Advisor's Reception is on
Sept. 21st at 7:00 PM in the Alumni Room In
the Union. It's not to late to sign up. Just call
the SAO office at 372-2843 to reserve your
spot now. Registration is at 6.45. The guest
speaker will be Tonia Stewart (Assi. to the VP
ol Student Affairs) H
BGSU SKI CLUB
BGSU SKI CLUB
BGSU SKI CLUB
The BGSU SKI CLUB will hold its first meeting
ol the year on Tuesday. Sept. 20 at 9:00pm in
113 BA. Beginning to Expert skttrs as well as
snowboarders welcome! Topics will include
SKI Trip to Aspen as well as trips to Michigan
and New York. For more information call:
354 2620
BGSU SKI CLUB
BGSU SKI CLUB
BGSU SKI CLUB
GET PUBLISHED NOWI
Prairie Margins. The Undergraduate Fine Arts
Magazine of BGSU. is now accepting art,
prose and poetry submissions. Call Aimee tor
into. 3530218.
INTERESTED IN
ORGANIZATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
AND TRAINING
ODSN MEETING:
Wednesday, Sept 21st
7pm. Rm 4000, Business Bldg.
JOE CHRSTEN, THE ANDERSONS:
'Life in the Real World: Organization
Development in Practice'
NEW MEMBERS WELCOME!
LAST YEAR ONLY 2.7% OF BGSU DONATEO BLOOD!! HELP US INCREASE THIS
NUMBER WHILE EARNING LEADERSHIP
SKILLS AND VALUABLE SERVICE OPPORTUNITIES AT THE NEW UNIVERSITY
RED CROSS ORGANIZATION. THE FIRST
MEETING IS TONIGHT AT 7:10 IN 112 LSC.
QUESTIONS, CALL BARB AT 352-4575.
MORTAR BOARD
General Meeting
200Moseley
Monday, Sept 19,600pm
PARENTS WEEKEND RITA RICHER CONCERT TICKETS ARE STILL AVAILABLE AT
THE UAO OFFICE 330 UNIVERSITY UNION.
372-2343
ROMANOVSKY » PHILLIPS ARE COMING
ROMANOVSKY A PHILLIPS ARE COMING
ROMANOVSKY I PHILLIPS ARE COMING
9-30-94 • 8 pm' KOBACKER HALL
The Undergraduate Philosophy Club will be
holding its first meeting of the year on Monday.
Sept. 19 <i 301 Shatzel. Anyone interested
please drop in. You need not be a philosophy
major or minor to attend.
Think about ill

JOIN THE CRTEAMII
THE BGSU COLLEGE REPUBLICANS. Voted best dub •> the NATION
Tuesday nights.9pm 112BA

WOMYN FOR WOMYN
Do you want to learn more about womyn's
issues?
Do you want to work for equality?
Do you warn to know why "y"?
Then Womyn for Womyn wants youl
Come to our first meeting of the semester
Monday September 19 al 9pm fn the Union
Ohio Suite.
WOMYN FOR WOMYN

Attenllon all undecided and decided
majors: Student Court needs you to represent
students and the university in the courtroom.
Volunteer in traffic court and Student Arbitration Hearings and get great experience. AD are
welcome - need not be a law major. It's fun and
there could be money involved (scholarships,
that is). For further mlo . call 372-2969.
ATTENTION RETURNING STUDENT COURT
MEMBERS: Prosecution start members cal
Bruce Purdy and Defense staff members call
William Cook to get details for first week ol
Traffic court starting Sept. 13 (and interviews
for promotion) starting Sept 20. If further dela 5 a-e needed. Call 372-2969
CO-OP STUDENTS:
Now la the time to update your Kiel
Bring In a new resume
and a NEW copy of your
unofficial transcript
(free at your college office)
Spring posltlone go UNFILLED every year!
QuMlioni? 2-2451
Double Pnnu
FREE everyday
Packages Plus. 111 Railroad. Bowling Green

GAMERS!
$1.00 DOMESTIC
.25 HOT DOGS DURING GAMES
SUNDAY A MONDAY
FREE POOL!!!
.25 TACOS EVERY MONDAYI
19. OVER!
GAME RSI

•
HAPPY HOURS AT CAMPUS POUYEYES
'Discounted imports and Domestic Beers'
2-4-1 snacks including world famous
breadslicks. M-F. 4 - 7. By the smoke stacl
Dairy Buffets also!

LOST
Keys with ID holder
354-5088
LOST: A wallet picture holder somewhere
around the Union money machine. Pictures are
very important. Can 372-4806.

Love.
Laurer.
PI KAPPA PHI PI KAPPA PHI
POSTER SALE.Biggesi and best selection.
Choose from over 2000 diflereni
images.ROCK, OLD MASTERS (Monet. Dali,
Van Gogh, Picasso, Escher, Matisse, Wyeth
and hundreds more), MOVIE POSTERS,
ID'S, SPORTS, SCENIC LANDSCAPES,
MUSIC, DANCE, SKIING, PERSONALITIES
(Einstein, James Dean, Marilyn Monroe, and
others), TRAVEL, HUMOR, ROMANCE,
PHOTOGRAPHY (Talbot. Ansel Adams, and
Others) MOST IMAGES ONLY $6, $7, AND $6
EACH See us at STUDENT SERVICES
FORUM on MONDAY SEPTEMBER 19TH
THROUGH FIDAY SEPTEMBER 23RD. The
hours are 10am • Opm.This sale is sponsored
by UAO
THANX to the guys at BGSU Falcon Radio
lor oflering me pictures ol their
dead pets and old flames
to replace the ones m my stolen wallet.
Kudos, guys' Keep it up • Diana Cook
UAA
UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
Second Genera] Meeong
Tuesday. Sept. 20 at 9:00 p.m.
Tart Room in the Union
Special guest speaker, Amy Cole,
Assi. Or. ol Alumni Allans will talk
about Homecoming.

FREE SIAMESE TORTIE FEMALE
SPAYEO/DECLAWEDILITTERBOX
TRAINED MUST FIND NEW HOME. PLEASE
CALL 353-2205 OR 352-8529.

LOST & FOUND
FOUND
Women's Wallet Last Wed.
in the Union's Women's bathroom.
354-5088

Congratulations on an excellent Rushl
Welcome all new pledges.

INTRAMURAL FLAG FOOTBALL OFFICIALS
NEEDED APPLY IN 130 FIELD HOUSE BEFORE 9/28. EXPERIENCE REOUIRED.
MANDATORY CLINIC - SEPTEMBER 28 •
F6.30- 10 PM
Large Selection
100% Wool Color Faet Dye
Sweater* A Gloves
Sweaters 139.95
J.T.Carryout
405Thurstln
See You Al the Merchant Falrl

SERVICES OFFERED
Call PC Pro lor last, low-cost PC repair In dorm

orollice 353 9714.
HORSEBACK
RIDING/TRAIL
RIDES/RIDING LESSONS/ RESERVATIONS NECESSARY. SLIPPERY ELM RIDING RANCH. 13596 W KRAMER RD.. BOWL-

LOOKING FOR A BIG/LITTLE
Hopelessly seeking a Big/Little Sister
pair who will visit often. Oftenng
quality domes, custom patterns,
all al a very reasonable pneel
Witling to help in any way possible!
353-9091 THE GREEK MART
THE COMPLETE SOURCE

ING GREEN, OH 419-3S3-5403.

INFINITY...D.J. SERVICE
For: Fraternity or sorority events,
dances, parties, weddings...ate.
Professional sound and lighting equipment

WANTED
Ann:

FASHION MERCHANDISE
MAJORS
Mossimoe
A California based sportswear company is
looking for entries in its new 'Campus Collecrjon' t-shin contest. To enter, send in your
t-shirt design with a short marketing proposal
by Oct. 15 to Mossimoe: 29392 Las Cruce.:
taguna Nigel. CA 92677. Ten National winners
#ill be chosen, given a $SO0 prize and appear
n the ads lor their shirt.
Ann:

ART

A

ENGLISH

A CREATIVE WRITING
MAJORS
Doctoral student looking lor a JR/SR
M/exiensive writing experience to assist in
writing of a novel Will pay by hour - shorthand
■ '. Can David (evenings) 6>353-2934
Male or lemale roommate wanted.
Rent negotiable.
Call Nick at 353-0363.

HELP WANTED
#1 Awesome!
Earn $2500 A Free Spring Break Tripsl Sol 8
Trips A Go Freel Best Trips A Pricesl Bahamas. Cancun, Jamaica, Panama Cityl
1-800-678 63861

$$$$$$$$$$

Call 354-0201 ask for KIRK.
Need someone to do your typing? I am well
qualified with over 30 years of experience. Mnimal turnaround time. Pick up and delivery
available Call me at 287-4310. Alice R. Lahman.CEOE.

M.T. Muggs and Monday Night Football
are a great combination 22 oz. domestic beers
and 20 cent wings. Great hall-time specials
Open a! 4.19 and over.
Money Orders
39 cents
Packages Plus. 111 Railroad, Bowling Green

Pregnant? We can help.
Free & confidential pregnancy lasts,
support and information.
BG Pregnancy Center.
Call 354 HOPE

SKYDIVE BG. WELCOMES BACK THE
ADVENTURESOME AND THRILL SEEKERS
We offer a first jump/skydivt course. Call for
student discounts. Visa 4 MC accepted. 10
minutes from B.G .S.U campus.352-5200

NEW FRATERNITY MEMBERS
Capture the spirit
Visit THE GREEK MART.
We are the only complete source
tor clothing and accessories.
Start the journey on the nght road.
983-0*01
THE ONE STOP GREEK SHOP

TAS.P. International is looking tor highly motivated, hard working students to Ml management positions in all Cleveland suburbs, Akron,
Canton, Toledo, Bowling Green for summer of
'95. Gain valuable business experience, build
resume, receive college credit,earn
S7.000-S9.000 on average. Positions are filled
by first come, first qualified basis. Contact Man
Scherer al 1-800-543-3702.
SSSS81SS88

Fncker's BG & Perrysburg prep cook, line
cooks, wan sia'1-AII shifts-Apply m person.

Process server/court researcher needed tor
the 8G area part-lime/on-call. No experience
necessary. Resume or letter to P.O. Box 6795
Toledo, OH 43612.

VAN ORIVER. Part-time position to provide
transportation to and from social service
agency. Must be between the ages of 21-65,
have a valid Ohio driver's license and an excellent driving record. Submit resume to P.O. Box
738, Bowling Green, OH 43402.

Responsible Person needed
to watch child aher school
Irom 3:45-7:00pm. 678-0713.
EBSCO TELEMARKETING SERVICE
Come join the best job in town!
Where are you going to find a job that: gives
you a weekly paycheck? -lets you make you
own schedule? - otters you paid days oft? doesn'i ask tor experience bul gives it to
you? EBSCO Telemarketing Service is the answer'Apply M-F alter 4pm. u3N.Mam.
FUNDRAISING
Choose trom 3 different fundraisers
lasting either 3 or 7 days.
No Investment..
Earn SSS tor your group
plus personal cash bonuses^' yourself.
Call 1-800-932-0526, Exl. 65.
Help Wanted:
individual students/organizations to promote Spring Break
Trips Earn high dollar commissions and free
trips. Must be outgoing and creative. Call
1600-217-2021.
National Park Joba Over 25.000 openings1
(including hotel staff, lour guides, etc.) Benefits
& bonusesi
Apply now for best positions.
Call: 1-206-545-4604 ext N55441.
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING
Earn up 1012,000 plut/monih working
on Cruise Ships or Land-Tour companies.
World travel.
Seasonal & Full-Time employment available.
No experience necessary. .
For more information
call 1 -206 634 0468e»t C5S441.

Wanted1 America's fastest growing (ravel company seeking individuals to promote spring
break to Jamaica, Cancun, Bahamas, Florida,
Padre Fantastic free travel/com mission a! Sun
Splash Tours 1-800-426-7710.
WANTED: 100 STUDENTS!
To lose 10-29 lbs, New Metabolism Break
through. Famous "Thigh Cream". Availab'o
$29 95 01 800-864-0473

FOR SALE
1982 Suzuki motorcycle. 10,000 mi. New battery. Good condition. Call Andy at 354-5134
1987 Toyota Cedca GTS w/ 65.000 mi. Best
otter. It mieiested can 423-3874.
5 piece drum set, includes cymbals A hardware. $600; small microwave oven. $50. Call
353-7626 after 4 30pm
84 Horizon lor sale-$500.
Stans-runs-stops-good condition
New exhaust system.
Call 423 8498 after 2pm-ask for Holly.
GIANT YUKON Bike for sale.
Brand new Great components. Great Bike.
$450-negotiabie Call Naie: 372-3040.
Guitar and Amp. for Sale
Washburn Cyon Guitar and Crate GX-15 Amr,
Hard case All in Good Condition.
$275 O B O Call 372-3706.

Organist • choir director. Community of Christ
Lutheran Church. Call for more information.
677-0607.

Mac Computers For Sale: SE, CX, Cl
Prices; $250 to $900

Our company is looking for individuals who
want to gam management experience next
Summer. Earn $6,000 - $10,000 per summer.
The early bird gets Ihe worm. 1 -800-637-1960.

Phantom Express Paintball Rile
Loaded $200 o.bo
Schwmn Work) 10 speed $50
Panasonic 200 watt stereo- receiver
dual cassene player
& speaker $400
Montaya acoustic guitar $150
Sabme Electron* Tuner $145
Can Dave 354-1913

Political Activist
TIRED OF BUMPER STICKER
POLITICAL ACTIVISM?
Citizen Action would like to remind you that environmental activism is alive & well in the '90;,
Earn SSS (or school while fighting for pesticide
reform, energy efficiency A Great Lakes
protection. $2$0io start. 4-l0pm. Office in
Toledo 241-7674.
The Dtmand, Quality. Child Care
Is greater than the supply.
Are you interested in starting an in homechildcare business? YW Child Care Connections will help you get started by providing free
relerrais. child ca/e advice, training opportunities, reimbursement lor meals served to the
children, workshops, and someone to talk to
when you're experiencing burnout. You're in
business for yourself, bul not by yourself.
Call.. YW Child Ca/e Connections. For more
information on services; 353-7801 or
1 -800-632-3053. Mon. - Thurs. I0am-2pm.

Jary: 372-9937

Rottweiler Pup - AKC.
Female. Musi see. Ch. line
Shots $350.(419)3536127
Wood Drafting Table
$20.00
Call; 3548463

FOR RENT
i bdrm apt. available immediately
Yes, we do aflow petsl
3541)800
One Bedroom Available
in a 2 bedroom Apartment
Cost $225 per month
Call 353-6127

$363.60. Sell 72 lunny college T-shirts • MM
$36360 Risklree. Choose from 19 designs
Free catalog 1-80Q.700-4250.
Carty Rentals 352-7365
Person needed tor rmsc. jobs
Part-time work M-F only.
Apply in person.
316E. Merry Apt. S3.

• 3-D • COMPUTER FRACTALS • OpAit • MOVIE POSTERS • FINE ART • ROCK POSTERS. MODERN 4 ABSTRACT • MATISSE • HUMOR • TRAVEL •

S BACK TO SCHOOL POSTER SALE I
Most Images Only $6, $7 and $8

Call 353-BWWW
bw-3 B.G.
176 E. Wooster
Bowling Creen.Ohio

bw-3
Cluck-Off '95
Chicken Wing Eating Contest
Get Registered to
Participate!
Qualifying Rounds Sept 5th- Nov. 21st
Four people will be chosen every Monday
night until November 21st during Monday Night
Football to see who can eat 50 Medium Wings in 15
minutes!
Semifinal Rounds -Jan. 9,16, and 23rd:
Qualifiers must eat 70 Medium Wings in IS minute to
advance to the Store Final round.
Store Final-Jan. 30th:
To Qualify for the Grand Out* - Off, tlie contestant must eat the
most chicken wing meat in weight, in one half hour!
Grand duck-Off -95 -Feb. 12th:
The Store Finalist will travel to Cincinnati, OH to battle other Store
Finalists from bw-3 RestaurnS acrross the nabon for the title of
Grand OurA-Off Champion! Winner will be determined by
eating the most chicken wing meat in weight in one half hour.

Sponsor:

UAO
Data:
Man. Sept 19 thru Fri. Sept. 23
Time:
10 A.M.-6 P.M
Place:
Student Services Forum

(1500 wo'.kiy possible mailing our circularsi
For info call 202-298-9065.

STING

Grand Prize
HAWAIIAN CETAWAYm

4eiavs,3nlr>it*frJrVVinnerandajeatplus_t1^>XG»SHf
Second Place Winner Irom each store will also come to
Cincinnati to participate in the Cluck -Off 10 minute Sprint:
let place: WOO.8SB place: «300- 3rd place: 1180."

Biggest &
Best Selection
ONIMS • NQ1SM3 • 30MNOW NATWVW • STVtJOU • 3K1N • 3aVUVN • 1BOS3 3N • OSSVDU • TH/WDOH • SWVQV T3SNV • nva • TOIfHVm •

